


Deep learning architectures are being widely used in 
applications such as speech and image recognition, because 
they are so e�ective at classifying data correctly. However, 
the complexity of the architecture means that humans cannot 
typically understand the principles the systems apply to make 
decisions. Professor Alessio Louscio, in Imperial's Department 
of Computing, puts the point starkly: “Deep learning systems are 
huge, deep and inaccessible – they operate like black boxes.”

Imperial’s AI researchers are responding to this problem in 
varying ways. While some are advocating the development of very 
di�erent architectures, others are looking to better understand 
and verify the procedures already used by deep learning and 
other approaches that use neural networks. 

VERIFYING AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
Professor Lomuscio is the Imperial lead for the UK Research  
and Innovation (UKRI) Centre for Doctoral Training in Safe  
and Trusted Arti�cial Intelligence, which brings together  
experts from Imperial and King’s College London to train  
a new generation of researchers in AI and its ethical, legal  
and social implications. 

He also leads the Veri�cation of Autonomous Systems research 
group. With support from a grant from the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency’s Assured Autonomy programme, 
Professor Lomuscio and the group aim to provide guarantees 
that AI systems based on neural networks perform correctly 
even in safety-critical situations. 

Autonomous cars are one important example. “Recently,  
a self-driving Uber car crashed and killed a pedestrian who was 
wheeling a bicycle. This happened in spite of the fact that its 
sensors picked her up several seconds before the accident”, 
Professor Lomuscio says. “We need to ensure that behaviour 
like this doesn’t happen.” 

To this end, his research group is beginning to develop 
mathematical techniques and toolkits for verifying the behaviour 
of neural networks. The aim is to analyse these neural systems 
before deployment and mathematically verify them. “This is not 
a matter of experimenting on them, but arriving at mathematical 

proofs that will give us complete con�dence that safety critical 
systems will perform correctly in all scenarios”, he explains.  
The techniques the team develops will not be restricted to 
particular AIs but will be applicable widely. 

GDPR
Explainable AI has taken on 
particular signi�cance with 
the advent of the General 
Data Protection Regulations 
(GDPR). When the rules 
became law in ����, pending 
a two-year implementation 
period, Dr Seth Flaxman, 
now a lecturer of statistics 
in Imperial’s Department of 
Mathematics, pointed out that 
the regulations potentially 
give individuals what he and 

a colleague called a ‘right to explanation’, a phrase that has since 
become widely used.

Dr Flaxman is now in high demand from businesses aiming 
to understand the implications of GDPR. “If we have a black 
box machine learning method, and someone comes along 
and demands to know why the method made a particular 
consequential decision – for example, why they were turned 
down for a home loan, or o�ered a particular deal on a holiday 
– that person can demand to know why”, he explains. “We are 
not at the moment in a position where we can take black box 
machine learning methods like deep learning and answer that 
question in any meaningful way.”

Dr Flaxman describes an existing algorithm whose decision-
making procedures are theoretically easy to explain but raise 
all sorts of issues when we try to explain them in practice. On a 
blackboard, he draws two axes – one for age, and one for income 
– and dots at various co-ordinates. This represents a simpli�ed 
version of a model that in real life would use a notional space 
with more than three-dimensions to accommodate a greater 
number of variables. 
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Dr Flaxman says: “Every single person is at a point in this space. 
Some had defaults in their home loans and some didn’t. You 
come along and we want to know what your classi�cation should 
be. We draw a circle around you such that that circle contains, 
say, nine people” – Dr Flaxman draws a circle around nine dots – 
“and we take a majority vote. Among people like you, most had 
positive outcomes, so we make a positive choice.”

 “Does that explain to you why the decision about you was 
positive? In some sense. But I have to share the variables 
describing those other nine people with you. Am I allowed to  
do that? No. That’s a privacy violation. And I usually no longer 
have that data.”

While machines apply statistical techniques to identify 
dependencies between data on demographic variables and  
risks of default, Dr Flaxman’s approach to explainability is to  
use statistical techniques to understand the machines. “We  
look for nonlinear dependencies,” he explains, “not merely in 
the data that the machine is using, but between the data and  
the machine’s predictions.”

In addition to his research, Dr Flaxman has helped organise 
the Explainable Machine Learning Challenge, a competition 
run jointly by �rms including Google and FICO and several 
universities that challenges teams of researchers to create 
machine learning algorithms that are both accurate and 
explainable.

HUMAN�LIKE COMPUTING
While work proceeds on making deep learning and other neural 
network approaches more explainable, other researchers 
at Imperial are advocating the renewed development of 
architectures that are more naturally suited to explainability. 

Symbolic program synthesis is a longer established and quite 
di�erent architecture. In this approach, a machine, learning 
from examples, generates a program that takes discrete symbols 
as inputs and performs computations over them to deliver an 
output. These algorithms, unlike neural networks, decompose 
into discrete symbols, and perform logical operations familiar 
from the computer programs written by humans. This means 
they are much more readily interpreted by humans. 

Stephen Muggleton, Professor of Machine Learning in 
Imperial’s Department of Computing, endorses a view of AI 
�rst advanced by the researcher Donald Michie in the ����s. 
According to this view, an ideal or ‘ultra-strong’ machine 
learning system would be able to use symbolic program 
synthesis to teach humans what it has learned, helping us 
improve our own performances.

Professor Muggleton laments the fact that present day 
implementations of machine learning have failed so far to 
adhere to this principle, despite their impressive abilities 
to carry out various sorts of task. He cites the example of 
DeepMind’s AlphaGo, which was recently celebrated for  
being the �rst AI to beat a human champion at the ancient 
Chinese game of Go. 

“There have been spectacular achievements by AlphaGo 
on beating Go players”, Professor Muggleton says. “But 
a�er having made very interesting strategic wins, it would 
be desirable for the system to provide an explanation at 
the end that could advance the science of Go. This is an 
old science, written down and developed over years and 
volumes about how to play particular endings, and so on.” 
Professor Muggleton smiles. “It seems a shame if we're  
not going to be able to carry on contributing to sciences  
like these because the humans are being cut out of  
what's being learnt.”

Professor Muggleton recently collaborated with colleagues  
at the University of Bamberg in Germany to demonstrate 
that at least one state-of-the-art machine learning system 
is ultra-strong. The researchers found that experimental 
subjects struggled to perform a certain class of logical tasks 
on their own, but performed them more successfully a�er 
studying the logical hypotheses generated by the system. 

Explainability, in this sense, is at the heart of the new 
Human-Like Computing Network that Professor Muggleton 
is jointly leading. With funding from the Engineering and 
Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC), the network is 
bringing together �� di�erent UK research groups to develop 
systems that humans can learn from. 

 “The state of things at the moment is in some ways  
better than the ����s. We have more powerful computers, 
and powerful learning techniques. But we're heading  
towards a future in which we progressively exclude humans 
from activities that they have excelled at in the past”,  
he says. “There is an alternative to this, which is to have 
machine learning that is oriented towards comprehensible 
knowledge, where the activity of learning is seen as a joint 
activity between humans and machines. An international 
movement of research in this direction is emerging.”

HYBRID APPROACHES
Besides lending itself naturally to explanation, symbolic 
program synthesis excels at learning from only a few 
examples, and applying the principles it learns reliably to 
a broad class of situations. However, because it works by 

manipulating discrete symbols, it traditionally requires discrete 
symbols as inputs. 

“The problem is that the world isn’t always crisp and symbolic”, 
says Richard Evans, a Senior Research Scientist at DeepMind 
and PhD student in Imperial’s Department of Computing. 
“Suppose you have a fuzzy image of a number and you 
don’t quite know if it’s a � or a �.” Situations like this are 
commonplace for machines that need to sense, such as robots 
or autonomous vehicles. Deep learning excels in these cases, 
because it can carry out the advanced statistical techniques 
required to classify noisy or mislabelled data. 

Mr Evans is working with a colleague at DeepMind to develop 
a hybrid between symbolic and deep learning approaches. The 
approach uses a neural network architecture and is therefore 
good at classifying noisy sensory data. However, the network 
is designed to generate, through training, a program that 
represents the probabilities it is sensitive to symbolically. 
Because the symbols can be manipulated using universally-
applicable logical rules, the system can apply the principles  
it learns to a broader class of situations than traditional  
deep learning can – and the programs it generates can be 
interpreted by humans. 

A hybrid of symbolic AI and deep learning is also being 
developed under the auspices of the Human-Like Computing 
Network. “We have a collaboration going on with Nanjing 
University in China that’s in the process of starting up what's 
called the Nanjing–Imperial Machine Learning Hub, where we're 
looking at techniques that combine statistical and symbolic 
machine learning”, says Professor Muggleton. 

Researchers have been trying to unify symbolic and machine 
learning approaches to machine learning for some years, but 
Mr Evans sees the hybrid approach as coming closer to fruition. 
“Recently, we have seen a handful of cases showing that this 
is indeed possible”, he says. “These examples are proofs of 
concept and have scalability issues. But now, the challenge is 
less of a pure research problem, and more of an engineering  
and scaling problem.”

ARGUMENTATION
Explainability means di�erent things to di�erent researchers. 
For some it means trusting AIs to perform properly; for others, 
learning from them. For some Imperial researchers, the idea  
is to develop systems with which we can engage jointly  
in rational deliberation. 

Francesca Toni, Professor of Computational Logic in Imperial’s 
Department of Computing, points to a series of posters on her 
o�ce wall advertising past workshops and the inaugural lecture 
she gave in ���� titled ‘Could a machine ever argue?’. 

Though ‘argument’ is a technical term in AI research, informally it 
means the same as it does in everyday life: “Not in the sense of 
clashing and �ghting,” Professor Toni explains, “but in a positive, 
dialectical and dialogical sense. You can ask me, ‘Shall we go to 
watch that movie?’, and I can say no, because I read some bad 
reviews. And you can say that a friend told you it's really cool. And 
so we are debating about whether or not to watch the movie.” 

When a machine argues – with itself, another machine or a 
person – it carries out a process similar to human deliberation. 
It takes one or more assertions (for example, my friend said that 
the movie is cool) and rules (if my friend said that the movie is 
cool then I should go to see it) and combines them to arrive at a 
reasoned conclusion. 

One notable feature of this process is that it is accessible, �rstly 
to expert users, who can view and understand the encoded 
argument the machine has generated, and secondly to end-
users, as long as the AI is designed to represent its argument  
in a way that ordinary users can understand, for example  
natural language. 

Professor Toni, a leading authority on argumentation, has  
been pursuing the approach for �� years. “Right now, the �eld  
is hotter than it has ever been. It’s hot because it is important 
and exciting. There is a big hype in AI, and a lot of the AI that  
is around is very mysterious” she says. “As humans we are  
quite used to arguing, in the positive sense of the word. So 
it seems natural to use argumentation as a methodology for 
constructing explainable AI.”
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